
ACCESSORIES BROCHURE

Think Outside.Think EXTER.
EXTER



Hyundai Mobis is the Global strategic business partner for Genuine 
Parts & Accessories of Hyundai Cars worldwide. Hyundai Genuine 
Accessories are the parts that meet the same quality and design 
requirements as the ones used in the manufacturing of vehicles, 
and thus they are approved, certified, distributed, and guaranteed 
by the Hyundai Motor Group.

Quality:
Genuine accessories are made by Hyundai Mobis and are 
specifically designed and tested to work with the car's 
specifications.

Warranty:
Using genuine accessories can help ensure that your car 
warranty remains valid.

Safety:
Genuine accessories are designed to meet the safety 
standards set by the car manufacturer. Using non-genuine 
accessories may compromise the safety of the car and its 
occupants.



USP OF HYUNDAI
GENUINE
ACCESSORIES
● Safety
● Quality
● Reliability
● Durability
● Guaranteed to Fit
● Guaranteed Genuine
● Guaranteed to Perform



Experience a unique touch of personalization
with every mile you journey outdoors.



Enhance your drive's appeal with exterior garnish accessories. 

Garnish

|

K6F39IH501 | MRP ` 769
FRONT BUMPER GARNISH

Sleek and lightweight garnishes to enhance the car's visual 
appeal, by adding gloss and radiance.

K6F43IH501 | MRP ` 1 499
ORVM - PIANO BLACK

Give your car's rear view mirror the required protection 
and an enchanting finish. 

DOOR HANDLE CHROME
K6F48IH502 | MRP ` 1 249

Prevent minor scratches on your car door handles.



REAR WINDSHIELD GARNISH
K6F24IH502  | MRP ` 1 299

K6F22IH504  | MRP ` 2 799

WINDOW BEADING

The lightweight and fashionable garnish will bestow a 
luminous aesthetic to your drive and enhance its allure. 

K6F24IH501  | MRP ` 799
TAIL LAMP GARNISH

Enhance the look of your car's rear profile with its 
superior design.

Enhance the appearance of your 
vehicle with light weight garnishes.



Body styling
& protection
Venture out with a uniquely modern
look that makes protection
a priority equally.

DOOR EDGE GUARD

BUMPER CORNER PROTECTOR

K6F27IH501  | MRP ` 399

K6F27IH502PB  | MRP ` 1 399

BODY SIDE MOULDING- CHROME
K6F22IH501  | MRP ` 2 199

Bring dynamism to your Hyundai EXTER's side with 
chrome finished body side moulding.

Designed to safeguard your vehicle's bumper 
corners from scratches, dents, and other potential 
damages.

Shield your car door from minor scratches and dent in 
narrow spaces to maintain its perfect condition.



DOOR FINGER GUARD - FILM

DOOR VISOR

DOOR CLADDING
K6F22IH502PB  | MRP ` 2 999 K3F48IH102  | MRP ` 399

K6F22IH503  | MRP ` 1 589

Bring dynamism to the side of your car with PIANO 
BLACK finished Door Cladding.

Prioritize safety when opening your car door to ensure 
a secure environment.

Safeguard your car interior from rain by equipping it with a 
top quality door visor, ensuring premium protection.



SCUFF PLATES NON ILLUMINATED FRONT & REAR  SCOOP
K6F45IH502  | MRP ` 1 189 K6F61IH501  | MRP ` 1 299

TWIN HOOD SCOOP
K6F42IH501   | MRP ` 999

Glam up with Twin Hood Scoop and give an astounding 
look to the front of your car.

Add a touch of style & protection and transform it to leave 
lasting impression.

Protect your vehicle body everytime you enter the car.



SUNSHADE ROW R SUNSHADES ROW A+B
K6F72IH502  | MRP ` 1 499 K6F72IH501  | MRP ` 2 740

Tailored fit sunshades that shields your cabin from heat build-up all year round. 



Comfort accessories
When outside in your Hyundai EXTER, make comfort non-negotiable.

NECK REST & CUSHION KIT
K6F16IH501 | MRP ` 2 699

Move with unparalleled comfort with Hyundai Genuine Neck Rest & Cushion Kit.

HEAD REST CUSHION
K6F16IH502  | MRP ` 1 299

|Move with unparalleled comfort with 
Hyundai Genuine Head Rest Cushion.



3D BOOT MAT

PREMIUM DUAL LAYER MAT

MUD GUARD
K6F14IH501 | MRP ` 1 489 K6F46IH501 | MRP ` 329

K6F14IH504 | MRP ` 6 999

Basic accessories

To safeguard against the effect of mud, ensuring its 
long-lasting pristine condition.

Durable, easy-to-clean premium dual layer mat form a 
protective layer against every extreme weather condition.

Guard your car's floor from dust, water and dirt with 3D mats.



BODY COVER PREMIUM K6F26IH501 | MRP ` 1 999

Basic accessories
Accessories that keep your drive pristine and ready for outdoors always.  

For protection against sun damage, dust and to maintain its perfect appearance.



Seat Covers
Inspired by thematic elements, Hyundai Genuine Seat Covers are designed to provide 
class-apart comfort. It comes with side air bag compatibility for added convenience and 
protection.

SC_Charcoal Black (Pre PU) SAB SC_Ink Black (Std PU) SABSC_Jet Black (Pre PU) SABSC_Moss Grey (Std PU) SAB

K6F11IH501SCB  | MRP ` 8 299 K6F11IH504SMG  | MRP ` 7 299 K6F11IH503SIB  | MRP ` 7 299K6F11IH502SJB  | MRP ` 8 299



Door Finger Guard -Film

Door Handle Chrome

ORVM Piano Black

Window Beading

Door Edge Gaurd

Door Cladding

Body Side
Moulding- Chrome

Side Scoop (Front)

Front Bumper Garnish

Bumper Corner Protector

Twin Hood Scoop

Door Visor

Rear Winshield Garnish

Tail Lamp Garnish

Side Scoop (Rear)

Mud Guard
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*Disclaimer: MRP is Inclusive of all Taxes and subjected to change at any point of time, please contact Hyundai Authorized dealers for prevailing prices and its technical information.
Mobis India reserves the right to make modifications to the actual product at any time. Product images displayed herein are for representation purposes and may slightly differ
from the actual color of the product. ** Warranty is applicable on all Hyundai Genuine Accessories subject to manufacturers conditions.
Mobis India is a Registered user of Hyundai trademarks and copyrights./HyundaiMobisIN


